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What la a Body in Kant's Syat .. 1 * 

1. The reason for this inquiry. 

I think it. is ray first duty to explain why I have chosen 

to inquire into the place and meaning of body in Kanta' syst••• 

I would like to begin by calll~ on an eaaay by Kant 

entitled •concerning the Noble Tone of Late Raised in Phlloaopaay.• 

In this essay Kant points to Plato and Pytha8oras aa the partly 

unwltti~ progenitors of those who philosophize in a certain 

elevated and enthusiastic mode. •the philosophy of Ariatotle, 

on the contrary, is work• he goes oa to observe in sober pra1 ... 

And he calls Aristotle an extremely prosaic philosopher,• 

adding that •at bottom, after all, all philosophy la prosaic.• 

What characterizes Arlatotle'a philoaophical work la that it la 

an acute and serious analytic and synthetic labor performed by 

the pure intellect, resulting in a uaable product, such •• a 

preli•inary table of categories, (B 107), which provides the 

materials for a later worker to employ ayste .. tically (B 107). 
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I have begun by citing this essay becaue~ my inquiry will 

unavoidably issue in the questU>n whether phtlosopy should be 

prose and work or perhaps something else. And furthermore I 

feel obliged to set off the spirit of llY present uadertaking 

from that of philosophical work. For I came on my question 

concerning body not at all in the orderly progress of finding 

and accomplishing a task, but in a most unsystematic or anti

aysteaatic waya by attending to certain particular sections 

and sequence• in Kant's work which struck me with a sense of 

aaazement and revelation as well as a conviction that through 

these passages there m~ht be access to the unfounded foundations 

of Kant's edifice. As a result it now seem• to me that the 

11arvel of Kant's thought lies in this very circumstance -· that 

in the naae of systematic co11pletene1s it throws open depth 

upon dizzying .depth of inquiry. 

Let 11e begin by setting out the items of my conviction and by 

showing how they all implicate body in the crux of Kant's effort. 

2. The ends of the Critique of Pure Reason. 

The f irat of such clues comes out of the very plan and the 

iap1ied end& of that enco•passing systematic edifice, the Critique 

of Pure Reaaon. 

This firat of Kant's three critiques has two great enda. 

The central end is "critical~ l n the proper, ordinary senaea 

human reason ie exposed as a faculty f~r a definite and inevitable 

system of illusions. In etriki.ng these down, Kant aakes a 
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clearing for the poaaibillty of d11illu1loned human actlon, 

perf ormecl in tile face of tbe def ecta of humaa r•aoa.. Thi• 

po a a ibll ity ls worked out 1n the second crlt ique, the 

Crltiqyt of fr19tlcal Reaaon. 

The encoapaaaing taak, however, la bnt'a review of tbe 

grounds of human knowledge. Suoh a revlev la called a •critique• 

ln a 1enee aore peculiar to Kallt• and lta deter11laed end la the 

certlflcatlon of what we call, eiaply a.S grandly, •aelenee•, 

and ln particular, of pbx1ic1, aa tbe al.ngle trutll•prMuelng 

effort. To say the ,.., thing ln other vorda; tbe poaltlve 

critical enterprise la the e1tabllalment of •experience.• 

Experience la the jolalq of the graap of understanding witb 

so• •empirical• -tter, -•ing to•thlmg whleb co•• to ua, 

in part, adventltlouely, · ao•thlng nloh 11 glvea to ua. Thia 

product, a graapecl give• thlag, -t• preclaely bat:'• quite 

traditional .. tlon of truth aa •adaequatlo iatellectua rei,• 

the fitting of thought to thing (I 82). I aall bave to retura 

to thie definition of truth. 

The Cr1tigut gf Psgt &••op, then, not only clear• tbe 

deck• for the practleal uae of our reaaon, .,_. alao provl•e& 

th• foundations for lta theoretical u .. , and thla latter part 

aeataina the great positive dlscoverl•• ~ tile book. · It waa 

in eonaldert.ns thia two•fold poaltlve aat negative end of the 

work that I hM a flrat f"llng of havlllS oo• oa an •l&M· 

Let • nplain. 

The flrat critical 1yat .. , tbat nl.C!b uaderllea theory. 

1• aald to be perfectly oomplete. lta ..-tapbyaloal 1uper•atuotUE"e 

la a .... work of neablllg out, to be lef't: largely to pup1l•· 
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Philoao~ ia essentially finished (B 884). The second 

critique, the er1tique ot fractical R911on, 110st explicitly 

contains no nev truth• nor any proaiae of new truth•• it 

ller9ly toraulatea the full meaning of what, according to Kant, 

we all know even before any philosophical intervention• that 

ve auat do as ve ought rather than as ve want if we are to 

respect ourselves (FHM, sec. I). therefore its effact on our 

llvea la not to give them a content but only a forma whatever 

ve do, ve 11Uat do it as beings whose reason ls a ruler. Hence 

neither of theae two critical systems presents in itself a 

vorklng project for hUllAll reason. 
w'vl : c.~ 1

1

!> 

The theoretical enterprl1e founded in the first critique, 
·"' 

doee, on the other hand, provide our lives with an infinite and 

legitl-te bu1lnea1, naaely physical science. Nov having expended 

a truly enor110u1 effort on well-founding such work and oft 

showing that reaeoa baa no other, does Kant glory ln its beauty, 

praiee lta pleasures, deund that its aodes infora public and 

private life? In Plato's TiMeus, for instance, which, anacbro?-

niatically and la.accurately apeaking, also containa a theory of 

acience, the eaterpriae la acceptetl by Socrates as •a feast of 

accounta• (27 b) and a celebration. So ooapletely does Kant 

o•it all com1ent on the human significance of this single vast 

peraiaaible use of the human understanding that hi.a omlasion 

arouses auapiclon 'of an ieaue too deep in the foundations of the 

syatea for pa111.ng explanation. 

I 1hall atate right away that I "9lleve there to be 

evidence, not peripheral and flnlcking, but bold and central, 

that la I.ant'• •Y•t- phyaica •• the aclence of bo41iea do•• 
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indeed play a central human role, 12£....it ~ the one access ~ 

have .tQ .S2.J.lr .Q.!m souls, and provides all the self•knowledge ~ 

£!!.n ~· I cannot tell why Kant never explicitly drew attention 

to this circumstance in all lts pathos, except by noting that 

all great philosophical works that I know have these telling 

lacunae, junctures too sensitive, d"ep and dangerous to bring 

out in words. 

3. The grand design for the deduction of physics. 

Let me now adduce somewhat more external evidence for the 

overwhelming importance which the science of bodies has in Kant's 

system by sketching out the intention not of one work, but of a 

sequence of three works which largely occupied his later years. 

This sequence contains a grand design for the deduction of 

empirical physics, an apparent contradiction in terms, which the 

setti~ out of the design will be only partly able to reconcile. 

The first of the texts in question ls again the Critique of 

Pure Reason and within lt the section called the "Principles of 

the Understanding." One form of the principal proposition of the 

understanding isa "The conditions of the possibility of experience 

ln general are at the same time conditions of the possibility !lf 

the oblects _of experience." (B 197). That is to say, the 

foundations of science are simultaneously the conditions of its 

objects, namely bodies, so that physics and bodies are established 

together. Both are the ultimate result of the same long deduction. 

The "Principles of the Understand i1'lg" only establish experience 

and its objects in general. By "in general" Kant means~ priori, 

"from the first"1 objects are~ priori insofar as they 

have fro• the very first a form of which we ourselves are 

the source and which precedes any empirical addition. 
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Such general objects are called things, and in their proper 

coaplex of lawful relations, they are called nature. --

The next work in the sequence, which i.s in the grand 

critical 'esign parallel to the work on the metaphysics of morals 

t\~ed Metaohvsical Foundations of the Doctrine of Ri.&ht and 

Virtue (5), la called the Metaphysical Foundations of the Sclence 

of Natµre. In this work the outline of the metaphysics of phyeics 

is laid down. By a •metaphysics• Kant means the plan of a 

completed system of pure rational cognition proceeding by 

specification fro• the critical preparatloa. The metaphysics of 

nature (or or physics -· again, the object has the same foundation 
I 

as lta acience) is therefore the specification of the •general 

object• established in the first Critique by the introduction 

of an empirical concept, namely !ftter understood as the •11avable 

in space•. And so we have a •metaphysics of corporeal nature• 

or a •doctriae of body• (MFSN 469), a pure science resulting 

froa the application of the transcendental principles to an 

e11pirical concept. (Here a note oa the terms •pure•, •a priori", 

and •transcendental• seeas appropriate. All three are privative 

and mean respectively only this• ~ 2'· before, and beyond 

all sensation.) 

I shall give the contents of the Metaphysical Foundations 

ln brieflest outline and return to the work later. In it 

.. tter, the movable in apace, is treated under four headi:Dgaa 

1. insofar as it is aerely aovable, 2. insofar a1 i.t fills 

apace, 3. insofar as it 110vea other utter, 4. aot aa lt is 

an object of exper_ience 1 but as it ls related to a knower, a 

subject, and his faculties of knowledge. 
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I should add that the ti,le of thl1 work, of which a 

reasonable alternative translation i1 the •Hetaphy11Gal 

Principle• of Natural Science,• also iadlcates a corrective 

purpose beside thAt positive sy1temat1c one. It is intended to 

oppose the implications of the title N.vton gave to the 

work in which he presented the very physics Kant 11 groundings 

the Hatbelllltlcal Principle1 of Natµral Pb1101oplly. Kant will 

contend . e11phatically that it is not aatheaatics whloh furnl1be1 

the principles of philosoJ*y, but, in a carefully liaited aenae, 

the conver1e •• mathematics la not usable in natural science 

without a l'letaphy1lcal foundation. (OP 21, !!.!A•• 72). 

When we coae to the third work in the critical deaign, there 

is no longer a parallel text dealing with the 11etaphysica of 

morals. Thia ls in a moat general way quite understandable, 

for the theory of practice by its very natures comea t:o an end 

in deeds, whereas the theory of experience issues in further 

theory. In any case, ln his old age Kant was preoccupied 

principally with ... king notes for what he expected to be bla 

aoat laportant work (KOP, 3), the completion of the deduction 

of experiaental physics. Thta enor11aue agglomeration of notes, 

including also much other .. terial, became known as the Qm!! 

Po•tUllUll• Kant called his projected work the •Transition from 

the Metaphysical Foundation of Natural Science to Physics.•. 

Hia great concern was that there should be no jump or discontinuity 

in the syste.,tlc deduction of the empirtcal investigation of 

corporeal nature. (I ahould note here tbat the word •deduction' 

la lllJMt• ..c i.t•a, and that I aa using lt, legltl.aately, I 
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think, ia tba Mn•• in which one •llbt apeak of the deduotion 

ef EuelidMll ..... projective geoaetry, -nln& a apec1f1oatlon 

of general prl.naiple1 to yleld a .,re partlaular 1y1t ... ) 

Wllat bat intended to provide in thia •transition• vu an 

antlolpatton of all tbe possible finding• of pby1lca, an 

aatl.clpatlon which be considered •••ible bY virtue of lt1 

1y1t ... tlc character, and neceaaary to, lta preaervat~. 

Thia 11 certat.nly die place to interject th• long-deferred 

expoanat ion of what hat -n• by a • •Y•t-·. hnt' a aetaphor 

for a ayat .. la that of a work of architecture, in which 

th• foundations, the Aroundvork, deteralne a unified superstructure. 

The non-metaphorical description la ln ter11s of prlnclple1 and 

their rullag powers a ayat .. le a universe ptryaaively formed 

by it1 funda .. atal lava, which deteralne at once the nature of 

it• parts !ml their re lat ioaa. I vhould add that for Kant 

thought la such that to tbink and to -.Ile ayateaa are one and 

the aaae operation. 

Io return to the •transition to Pby•1oa•. The anticipation 

of phy1lcal inquiry amounts to an exhaustive claaaiflcatlon of 

all conceivable forces, forces being the ultlllate ooncern of 

phy1lca, •• we ahall see. Such a •topic• of forces ls intended 

to direct and regulate all future lnveatlgatlon (OP 21, A!&•, 640). 

I 1hall not go into thla claaalflcatlon very far, because there 

le a aeft89 of failure over the whole unwieldy enterprlae, due 

both to IC.a•'• falling powers and, again •• ,,. shall .... to tbe 

lnberently llalCl••• and aelf·•efeatlng ab&raoter of the atteapt 

to direct •perlmentatlon .! priori. 
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Aside froil corroborat 1ng that the illpulre and coacern of 

Kant• a ayat• really la the acience of bodiea, the Opu1 Pg1t,.,_ 
i• aoat lntrlquiag for the telling gliap••• it glvea of tbe 

wotlye1 of thl• concern. 
\\ ,, 

The critical aapecta of th• '2lz!.ll. are 

doainatecl by the theae of 11lf •d1tenirwt1pp, 11lf •tff11tion, aad 

11lf •knowleclg1, by the way in which I ayaelf become the •preprl.etor 

and originator• of ay world. Kant hillaelf •keil an elliptical 

statement concerning this matter well worth quoting (OP 22, 73)1 

Fl.rat the conacioueneea of oneself aa a faculty of 
representation, second the determination of oneaelf 
aa a function of oneaelf, namely a force (via) of 
representation. Thtd the appearapee of oneself 
ae a phenomenon, ae a 11&nifold of representation• 
a thoroughgoing deteraination of ·o-.11'1 but only 
aa appearance and not aa a thlng in itaelf s 

· objectively ·• x, but as the aubject 11 affected by 
the understanding• 1tnowledge 2! ongelf tbrough 
1,1lf•dtttr1ination in space IDSl ~·· (ay italic•) 

The importance of this passage to my •position beoo•• 
clear if I anticipate myself by stating that aelf •deterat.nation 

in apace l!lsl ti.lie is preclaely physlce •• the 11ince 2' l!slll 11 

~ science 2' llll• 
r ·ahall however baae ay argument for tbia atateaent not on 

the opus Pootuma, but on the vigorous and completed works 

publiahed by Kant bilulelf. 

4. The lllportance of body in the Crltiaue• 

Raving aketched out in a Vf.ry external way the deduction of 

phyeica through three worka, I llU8t now return to the t.aportance 

of body witbla the critique of Pure Rea19n. to -ke ay ~ 

I aaat give a very brief rnlev of certain f\lltd-tal critical 

)<, 
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Ia accordance with the not lon of truth set out before, the 

great faculttea. When I aay •1 thlnk•, 
I 

I -n Chat I perfora a flxed nU11ber of deflnlte functlo••• Tbe 

ayatem ef these operationa of dla•@t't, which Kant teraa •categorlea•, 

la called the •understanding", vhlch gra9ps or conceives an 

object. It la the first faculty. The second faculty is receptlve1 

\~ provldes the form under which what la given to be graaped 

can be received. It la called the •aenslbllttf• and yields, 

ln ~t•a term, "lntultlona•, sights. Thia paaalve faculty ls 

ICaftt's aost crucial critical discovery. It is not strictly 

apeaking a "faculty• at all but a formal receptacle for •aeasatlon•, 

which la Kant'• tera for whatever la adventitious in hllllan 

experience. But, agaln paradoxically, it also contains an 

a ptlori given, a •pure intuition• or transcendental material, 

a pura-acruature of relatlona, aa it were. 

The aensiblllty, in turn, bas two aspects or faces, an 

outer and an inner aense. I ahall leave the outer sense, which 

Kant teraa •apace•, for later and now describe briefly only the 

lnner, which Kant terms •ttae•. 

Tl .. la nothlag but our capabillty for receiving our own 

original tranaoendental self, that ls, our thinking aelf, as 

an appearanoe. It la •the intuition of ourself and our inner 

eeaditicm". (B 49). •Every act of atttntion can provide ua an 

example• (B 157) of the act of aelf•affection la which ve 

appear to ouraelvea. And when we exaaine the character of our 

intuition of ouraelvea aa originators of thought ve find it to 

have the fora of a flow of •nova•a coaac1.ouaneas la precisely the 
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stream we c~ll time1 to appear to myself aeans to activate or 

determine my sense of tlme. 

Here I must interject a note on the particular text which 

I am going to deal with. The part of the Critique which is the 

prime source of what follows is that section called the 

"Analytic of Principles" of the understanding. Here those two 

totally disparate faculties. the understanding and the sensibility, 

are brought together by a third power, hidden and mysterious 

(B 181), which Kant terms the "iru.ginat1on." 

By means of this faculty ~he u~~i:ng grasps, or 

casts ~lnto, the pure formal material available in the 

sensibility •• but only into its inner sense, only ~ ~· 

The products of this injection of thought into ti.lie are called 

"schemata". Thus schemata are thought•inforaed structures of 

time, or, equally, temporallzed operations of thought. The 

example of a few scheaata will make immediately plausible the 

claim tat they are nothing but the pattern under which our 

thinking appears to ourselves. For instance, our consciousness 

is understood by us to be fuller or emptier down to vacancy 

lere we have the appearance in time of that function of the 

Jnderstand1ng called the category of reality, which is the thought• 

function corresponding to a given object1 the resultant temporal 

thought structure is the scheru. of aomethlng insofar as it fills 

time. the waxi~ and waning materiality of our consciousness 

(B 1R2). So also our consciousness itself subsists• •Tiae 

itself does not run out, but in it the existence of what ie 

mutable runs on" (B 183) ·- here we have the appearance of 

the category of substance in t 1Jne, and the ~~·esul tant schema io 
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that ot t:be peraanence of 10-thing real in ti-· In a like 

.,JJftll,,,. tboee f-11 tar and t11e¥ltable pattern• of our· temporal 

thtdf\na by wbleh ve d1aoover la nerythlng ve conaider 

ae~tlou of 110Hnt1 of attention, namely ftU!lber, and tf , .. rJ'.)r.,, v-rl'IN 
s(;V\ 

cante_.&MOua autual actloa, nuely aiault19tty, and rule-

sc»veJ1ned· 1ucceaa1on, naaely cauoe and effect. 

With the ach ... ta aet out, the prlnctplea of the understanding 

are then si~ a aet of fund~tal rule•. Thew• rulea d-nd 

that, and alao tall hov, tbeae time-involved categoriea Mlat 

now in tura be 1ntroduoed into 1MCe, ae that aa object of 

•nperl-••, 111bleh -na of truth or M science, uy ari.ae. 

they are ttaea, ln accord••• with the prinoiple of prlnc1plea 

quoted before, at the •- tlae tbe rulea for t:be conatltutlon 

of tbe objeota of experience am for any poaalble true acoount 

of tbell. 

Thia peculiar aequence, ill which the categories are (\rat 

brought together with ti.lie and only then vitb apace, iadlaatea 

that tlae ia the een& of aeaaea, the priury fora in vblch 

utryth1M chat presents ltaelf to us at all ftrat appeara1 

•aut el.,e all repreaentation1, vtiletber they have 
outer thlags a1 object• or aot, belong ln Cbemaelvea, 
•• ••teralnatloaa of the · aoal, to dle l ... r atate, 
while ~hta inner atate belo~•·••to tt .. , it follova 
that tl• la an a · priori conclltio• of all appearance 
la general, tbat is• the l~ late cond lt ion of the 
1tmer appearance (of MUl) and beoauae of thla alao 
tba ..cit.ate condlttoD of outer appearaaaea.• (1 ~-50). 

And 19t Chere l• 110 aclence of the aouL ·:appearing in t 1-

aa th_..- t.a a aolence of the body appearing in apace. Noalaally, 

the •iAlllOe of uture, as the atudy of all appearano••• lRcludea 
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both, but hnt Mk•• it very elear tllat there 1• not now and 

never can be a sclenoe of 10ul, a .payehology, Tbe reaaoa la not 

111trely that otb• th1ak1ng subjects will naturally not aumlt to, 

or lf they do, vlll aot reuin unaffected by, our 1aveat1gatlona, 

rather it 11 inherent both in the poverty of t 1- lteel f and of 

tbe lawleaa variability of its contents (A 381). 

IC.ant c\at•e.(ve shall aee later vby) that 1clenoe la auell 

only inaofar aa there ia Mtheutlce in it, preferably g•-.try. 

Nov the geoaetric iaage of t lme is the flowing 1 iae of a lag le 

di•eaeioa, whieh ehova how poor fsychology auat be .. t1'ellat1cally 

when compared to three d 1.Jlenat.onal apace (MFSN 471). It follow• 

tbat no self •knowledge of interest can come through the study 

of soul u ~ apD!ars. I aust add that Kant forcefully proves 

that lt is an illusion of reaaon to think that the soul caa know 

itaelf y ,1' 11. lD it1elf (B 399ff.). Self •kpovledge 1eea1 ,t2 

lm alygether preclu4td. /"< 
And now we auat look at two sections Kant added to the 

"Analytic Prlnclplea" in the aecowi edition of the Cr1t19ue, 

the "lefutatlon of ldealiaa• and the "General Note to the Syat .. 

of Priaclplea•. In theae additt.ona I.Cant endeavor• to aupply a 

pla09 where we aay look to aH ouraelvea fully mi• aatiafyingly. 

'Ehle place ia the outer sense, IHCI• 

The outer sense ls the aecond face of our senaibility, a 

receptive fora for all Jlhat is other than ourselvea, for all ~t 

co-a froa the outalde to affect us, for •••tion proper. But 
- . 

outer ..... is also. in inexplicit but apt refiectlon of thi• 
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purpose, the source of the most telling feature of all the objects 

within it, which is that they have their parts outside and beside 

one another and are extended in three dimensions. Thus it is the 

very structure of the f or11 of outer sense which not only guarantees 

but even requires that spatial objects shall be subject to geometry 

hence Kant's requirement that natural science be geametric is 

really the same as his claim that it can only arise in space. 

(It is of course also numerical, since all the contents of outer 

sense appear in inner sense or title as well, and number> it will 

be remembered, is a time schema.) 

To return to the additions to the text with which Kant decided 

to conclude the section on the application of the temporalized 

categories to space. Here he says that it ts noteworthy that 

"in order to understand the possibility of things according to 

categories, and so to display the objective reality of the latter, 

we need not only intuitions, but even always outer intuitions" 

(B 291). So, for instance, in order to give objective reality to 

the concept of substance, we need an intuition in space, namely 

11atter, because that alone determines permanence, while ti11e ls 

in constant flux. Even to grasp our own changing consciousness 

we need to i11a~ine it as a line in space and "the real reason for 

this is that all alteration presupposes something permanent in 

the intuition, but that in inner sense no permanent intuition at 

all is to be 11etwith." (B 292). And Kant concludes/a "This whole 

observation is of great importance ••• ln order to indicate to us 

the limitations of the possibility of such knowledge whenever there 

is talk of self-knowledge out of mere inner consciousness and 

the determination of our nature without the aid of outer empirical 

intuitions: (B293). 
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Outer empirical intuitions are, as we shall see, bodies. 

Kant ls therefore saying that bodies are the necessary conditions 

of our steady presence before ourselves. They~~ sole place 

where ~ appear !2 ourselves !!!S! in ~ lies our substance. 

* It should be noted that this strange outcome is at least 

consonant with Kant's peculiar understanding of outer appearance. 

For when sensation comes to us from what might be called the 

absolute outside to fill our sensibility, the resulting appearance 

tn no way belongs to the alien source of that sensation and is 

quite incapable of indicating anything concerning the nature of 

that source which Kant ·calls the "thing in itself". It is rather 

the case that the appearance, the shaped sensation, is entirely 

formed by USJ one might say that sensation itself adds nothing 

but the ~ of our being affected, the mere activation of t:he 

subject (B 207). * 

5. The use of the term body. 

At this point I would like to interject an observation on 

the word 'body' which I have used in posing my questions What 

ts a body in Kant• s systera7 Kant himself cal l _s the science 

founded in the Metaphysical Foundations of the Science of Nature a 

"doctrine of bodies", so the word seems perfectly appropriate. 

And yet it ls not a weighty word, or one of consequence, in the 

Kantian text. Let me give its definition in the Foundations 

(HFSN 525)1 "Body ls a matter between determinate boundaries 

(and such matter therefore has a figure)." A quantity of moving 

. . lllltter ts called a mass, and so a 11ass of determinate shape is 
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also called a body (537). Body is therefore a mere delimiation 

of matters a110rphous matter 1.s the basic, pervasive object of 

interest, whose concept is to be expounded. 

Nonetheless I want to hold on to the word body, for the sake 

of displaying a consequence of the insistence on founding the 

science of bodies metaphysically. This is the starting, non-

plussing disappearance of that inert lump which move·s by effort, 

that shapely solid, that handy repository of trust, that constant 

object of our most solicitous care, that terminus of an attraction 

or revulsion (wholly different from the forces of si.railar name 

into which Kant will resolve matter), that whole which antecedes 

all distinction of form and matter, that possible seat of soul 

which most of us mean when we say 'body' and which first excites 

the inquiry into bodily nature called physics. 

* A note to point up the omission of body in its immediate 

organic sense from Kant's system. I here mean that body which is 

a living, sensate center of interpretation of other bodies as alive 

or dead. Kant never, to my knowledge, treats the relation of such 

a body as mY Q!!!1 to the transcendental outer sense, to space. In 

a little work in ~hich the relation of body and soul is indeed -

discussed, the letter on the "Organ of the Soul", he says1 

"For if I am to make the place of my soul, that ls, my 
absolute self, intuitable anywhere in space, I must 
perceive myself through that very same sense through 
which I also perceive the matter which surrounds me, 
just as happens when I want to determine my place in the 
world as human being, namely that I must observe my 
body in its relation to other bodies without me. --
Now the soul can perceive itself only through inner . 
sense, but the body, be it internally or externally, 
only through outer senses and so can simply determine 
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no place for itself, because for this purpose it would 
have to make itself an object of tts own outer intuition 
and would have to place itself outside itself, which is 
self-contradictory." 

Let me first comment on this passage insofar as it seems to 

contradict the "Refutation of Idealism" in the Critiaue. For in 

that too there is no indication that I am to determine myself as 

a human being in a certain place within outer sense or space, but 

rather the outer sense !!. ~ whole contains the stuff which makes 

my self-appearance possible. 

But further, note the problem which Kant evadesa Hy body 

as an outer appearance has a very special character -- it is a 

kind of sink hole of sensationr all sensation streams toward it 

and all existence or non-existence is controlled from it (as when 

I close my eyes) e This is a difficulty for Kant's outer intuition, 

s·ince it, like Newton• s d ivi,ne "sensory• of infinite space 

(Optics, Qu• 28) ought to be homogeneous, isotropic (the same in 

al 1 direct ions) ,, and cont iJ1uous, while 11y body and its instrument-

1 ike sensory organs represent a point of discontinuity, of 

preference, and a warping of space. Hence it does appear to behav~ 

like a seat of soul, and this consideration cannot be acco1111<>dated 

in Kant's system.* 

6. The constitution of body. 

Let me go on now to describe Kantian body as it ts developed 

from the "Analytic of Principles" of the Critique through. the 

Metaphysical Foundations of the Science of Nature• This genesis 

is not, of course, temporal, but merely critical. 
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The functions of the understandi~, insofar as they operate 

on nothi~ given, enclose in thelr grasp, that is, conceive, an 

empty object, a mere x. It is only when, next, these concept 

functions operate on the pure content of the sensibility that 

a material object arises, and such an object of pure material is 

a pure object of experience, a thing !!l general. 

a. "Thing" in the Critique. 

Let me briefly recount the principles by which a "thing" is 

established. There are four of them, in accordance with the 

number of basic concept functions of thought termed "categories". 

Two of these are constitutive and are called "mathematical" 

because they assure that all things shall be so constituted as 

to be extensively and intensively measurable. The other two 

are called "dynamic", because they re~ulate the relations which 

all things by their very nature as things must have with each 

other, and they assure that all things whatsoever shall be 

enmeshed in one dynamic system, a system of mutual influence. 

The first principle is called an axioma it is axiomatic 

that all things have extension, that all are spatial intuitions 

and hence measurable. 

The second principle is called an anticipationa it is to be 

anticipated that everywhere in space things will have some degree 

of perception, that is, measurable intensity of sensation. 

Third comes a group of three principles called analogies• 

we may infer by analogy that even things not immediately available 

to observation are bound to each other by definite relations, 
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which are spatial applications of the time sch~ata, as followsa 

t. Time itself as duration is to appear in space as substance 

so that all things whatsoever will have a steady substrate, a 

permanent existence. 2. Time as connected succession is to 

appear in space as cause and effect, so that all things are to 

be similarly related as causes and effects. 3. Time as simultaneit) 

ls to appear in space as the mutual relation of interaction, so 

that all things are in a like way to affect each other conteapor-

aneously. 

The fourth principle is called a postulate and adds nothing 

to the nature of things objectively but only determines their 

subjective relation to the faculty of knowledge. 

Let me review ina little more detail the nature of a thing 

as it emerges from the so-called "Anticipations• and the first 

"Analogy", for these are the principles most directly relevant 

to the bodily nature of things. They provide, in effect, the 

foundation of •reality" and "substance• in Kant's system of nature. 

In the first analo~y, in one of those amazing junctures which 

make Kant's system so suggestive, substance is established as 

~ spatial representation .Q! consciousnesea 

" ••• There must be in the objects of perception, that is, 
appearances, that substrate which represents time 1n 

general, and in which all alteration or si11ultaneity 
can be perceived by 11eans of the relation of appearances 
to the same. Now the substrate of all that is real ••• 
is substance.... It follows that the permanent, in 
relation to which all time relations of appearance can 
alone be determined, is substance in appearance, that 
ls, the real in appearance, which, as substrate of all 
alteration, always remains the same." (B 225). 

When we recall that time as the pure content of the inner sense 
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l• ayeelf l.n appearance, the state•nt that 1ub1tapce ii 

•Mtiallztd aelf la corroborated. And thus a truly novel 

... nift8 baa been attacbed to an 014 ter11 algnlfyl.ng self• 

eube1at11'18 bel.ag. •• Subatanee la now the three dt.eu-..1 

appttrtnpt of soul to itself. 

In tbe •Anticipations• the alterationa to be predicated 

of eubetanee are founded, or rather a guarantee la given ~ 

cbaqea 1n con•olouaneea vlll occur, even though lta qualltt.ee 

••ftN)t M eetabllebed A priori. That we -Y anticipate that 

•ubatance will always be in varying degree aenee-activated, that 

things will alwaya be ••naatioa•fllled, that neither ti.M nor 

epace· w111 ner be co111>letely eapty -·this ls the critical 

requtr....-nt of rglitys re.allty la the deterainatlon of a 
' ' 

eubatance ae having giatence, that ia, •• being a thing there and 

then (B 225). bnt'a ayatea requires that the things of nature 

be .. de quick with aen•ation, that they materialize. -

b. Wxl!tJA.--_Mtt100y1ical Found&tione of the -seience 
of tyre 

In th• Metaphysical fqJlldation1 the transcendental structure 

la realized by the introduction of an •eapirlcal eoacept•, the 

concept of Mtter. By an ••pirlcal oonaept" Kant actually 

aeana a •concept of soaetbing eaprlcal", tbat la, a concept which 

is la 118 vay tbe re•ult of ob .. rvatloa (though to clal.a existence 

for it would require experience), but rather simply a closer 

conceptual deteraination or specification of the transcendental 

"thi118" eetabllabed ln the Grltiaue• The aetaphysica of such a 

concept ia ~ ;..a.ut it.- ful 1 ex pl teat ion. Kant presents the 

concept of matter aa lf he had chosen one of a l\Ullber of 
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poas ible 1natance1 or specifications of a natural thiag ( 4 70) , 

But 1n fact, it 1eeas to •• ao other ~botce wae po11lble, 

et.nee utter turne out to be the tmt.que and nece11uy flrat 

empirical ooaeept of the aclence of nature. 

Matter la the na• •• ironically choaen if anyone expects 

to be presented with .0- sol id stuff -- of tbe concept of the 

"movable i.n apace•. It t.s poaat.ble to reooaatruct the lit.aet.ag 

reason why the JIOVable in apace t.a the basic concept of the 

acienee of nature froa tbia sentence• "Ibe funda11ental deterain• 

ation of a 1011ethlng that le to be an object of the external 

senses must be 110tlon, '51£ tblreby UlX aa theat 11p111 lll 

affected" (476, ay italica). The .,vable ia aiaply that which 

can excite aenaatien, aeaaation beirg appropriately undtratood 

by Kant aa tut vho1e very uture it is to be movi..tg am 11&alfold. 

It r-in• to 1upply another oat.1s1on by conjecturing what 

epeciflcatlon of the tranacendental I.ant 11 actually perfor111ng1 

the 110vable appear• to be nothi~ but the real aubatance of tht 

Critique, but now_ specifically 0Pn11dert4 ill ~ DSl •ace ~ 
11R'ratelx ~ G laa• At leaat it 11 difficult to 4lacover 

any otber, truly !WW deteralnatlon in the conoept of -tter. 

The Mtt!Phvt1cal Found!t\ont ooaee in four ·parta which are 

eo11pletely parallel to the "Analytic of Princlplea• aad are 

pretenttd in the fora of propo1itlona and proofa follow1Jla fro• 

those principlt•• 

the ft.rat part. vblcb derive• froa tbe principle of extmalve 

quantity (tire Axlolq of Intuition), eatabl ishea tbe geo-trle 

treatlleDt of polnt •tl.ou. It deals with the 0011po1t.tion of 

motion• la ter11a of _..t.ng ooordlnate •Y•t••• or •1paoe1•, and, 

in refuting Newton's notion of abaolute apace, provld•• a 
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metaphysical foundation for so-called Newtonian relativity. 

(This is the principle that when bodies interact or are all 

subject to the same accelerative forces, they constitute a 

space for which absolute motion or rest are not internally 

discriminable. Principia, Axioms, Cors. v, VI). 

The second part derives from the principle of intensive 

quantity (the ~Anticipations of Perception"), which requires 

some degree of sensation in things and hence their reality. 

Thie part is headed "Dynamics" because it shows that the essential 

qualities of matter are forces, and dynam1s is the Greek word 

misappropriated by physicists for force. Tnis part is the most 

important to my purpose precisely because it deals with the 

most intimate nature of body. 

The third part, which derives from the principles governing 

the relations of things (the Analogies of Experience), is 

called "Mechanics" since in it are deduced the laws ~overnlng the 

interactions of bodies in systems, trose "laws of nature" by 

. which bodies are held in systems. In this part Newton's 

"Axioms or Laws of Motion" are, with certain suggestive variations, 

completely deduced as propositions. Here also Kant draws the 

physical consequence which follows from his understanding of 

substance as the steady spatial substrate of all alterations 

it is the law of the conservation of matter. 

* A note correlating the Propositions of Mechanics of the 

Metaphysical Foundations with the Axioms of Motion of the 

Principia Mathematica. 

Proposition 21 "First Law of Mechanics", the law of the 

conservation of matters proved, as just noted, by an application 
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to matter of the first Analogy concerning the permanent in 

space, or substance. It has no explicit counterpart in the 

Principia but is an implicit consequence of the corpuscular 

view of matter set out in the •Rules for Philosophizing• which 

introduce the third book of the Principia and contain the 

application of the previous mathematical results to the world of 

matter. For the hard impenetrable atoms there posited can neither 

come into nor go out of being. 

Proposition 31 •second Law of Mechanics•, a fora of the 

law of inertia, namely that every change of matter demands an 

external cauae1 proved py an application of the second analogy 

concerning cause and effect. Its counterpart is Newton's 

Axiom of Motion I, that every body continues in its state of 

rest or unifora 110tion unless forces are applied. 

Proposition 41 "Third Mechanical Law•, laying down that 

in all coll18Unication of motion action and reaction are always 

equal to one another1 proved by an application of the third 

Analogy concerning interaction. Corresponds to Newton's Axiom 

of Motion III, the law of equal and opposite action and reaction 

of bodies. 

Proposition 1 establishes as the operable quantity of Kantian 

physics the quantity of matter as measured by its •quantity of 

110tion•, that is matter compounded with velocity (momentlDI •av). 

This proposition is formally parallel to Newton's Axiom of 

Hation II, in which the basic operable quantity la defined as 

force, coapounded of mass and acceleration (F-raa). Force aa 

seen in acceleration or change of velocity la simply absent from 
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Kant'• foundation of physics, and this omission coastitutes the 

aoat ·~•lflcant technical difference between Kantian and Newtonian 

physic••* 

Finally, the fourth part, which derives from the principle 

concerning the relation of things to the faculty of knowledge 

(the Postulates of Empirical Thlnklng).prescrlbes what 

propositions of physics are to be asserted as possible or aa 

necessary. 
. 

To returR to the •Metaphysical Foundations of Dynamics•, 

which deals vith aatter insofar as it fills apace. It ls in 

filling space that utter asserts its "reality", its power to 

affect the aenaea. The universal principle of dynamics isa 

•Atl that is real in the objects of our external senses ••• must 

be regarded aa a llOVing force." ( 523). "The concept of matter 

iareduced to nothing but 11<>ving forces1 this could not be 

expected to be otherwiae, because in apace no activity and no 

change ean be thought of but mere 110tion: (524). Force is 

the condition of possibility of matter whose possibility la not 

itself, in turn, explicable and whose concept ls not itself 

derivable fro• anotner. As ~ant puts it, force itself cannot be 

aade conceivable (513). 

IC.ant provea that matter ia in fact nothing but force by 

ahowing that all the appearances of spatial objects are accounted 

for by forcea and only by forces. In the course of these proofs 

i. abollabea solidity, understood as the ability of matter to 

occupy apace by reason of .. re existence (498) •• an implicit 
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part, I think, of the ordinary view of body. And he attacka 

a view he regards as the consequence of positing solidity, 

Descartes• corpuscular or atomic theory which asserts the 

l'lystery of mathematical and .. chanical iapenetrability, and 

requires mere blocks of extension to 110ve each other externally 
-

(502, 533). 

Hatter requires two original forcesa a repulsive or driving 

force and an attractive or drawing force, corresponding to the 

two possible directions of interaction between point centers of 

force (497).* 

The prlaary repulsive force is the force 11<>re inti.J'lately 

associated with our sensing of extended things. "Hatter fills 

space not by its mere existence, but by a special moving force• 

(497, which in resisting penetration is the cause of palpability. 

It is, hence, a •superficial" force, a source of surfaces and 

contacts, which nonetheless conetltutes matter throughout so 

that it is infinitely divisible -- there is always a new surface. 

On one force alone, however, matter could not fill apace 

but would,: by repelling itself to inflnt.ty, become dissipated 

and vanish• Therefore, 1.n order that body might become mncrete, 

as it were; 4 cotmtervailing original force it wanted. This 

seeond f orce cannot be imaediately sensed or even located in a 

body, out can only be notice<! in its effects. It is a penetrating 

force which does not need the agency of other matter but acts at 

a distance even to infinity and precisely where it is not (512). 

Whereas repulsion provides matter with its outside, so to speak, 

attract1.on gtYes it its inner cotEs:wace and ._.,. !!tie aegaeata 

* .A p'll-oH•l•l crit:lqm of .1.ant•a ~ltt la glvea - Hegel 
(Science of LggiC, Bk 1, See. I, cb. 3, para. 6, a, Mote). . 
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of aatter close or dense. _ It - is therefore the force which, as 

it binds a body to . itself. also holds body to body in a system, 

such aa the planetary system. 

* The•e two forces equally and simultaneously constitute 

-tter -- a body b not as in Boecovitch' s Theory of Natural 

Philotophy (1763) a region in space where attractive and repulsive 

forces alternate> wit.h the repulsive force prevail·ing and going 

off to infinity near the center of the body while the attractive 

force similarly prevails but goes off to zero away from that 

center. Instead two field-like expanses of force are super

imposed and together give rise to regions of various density 

variously delillited, which correspond to bodies.* 

Let Kant himself concludea 

•tf we revlew all our discussions of the metaphysical 
treataent of aatter, we shall observe that in this 
treataent the following things have been taken into 
considerationa first, the real in space (otherwise 
called the solid) in its filling of space through 
repulsive forces second, that which with regard to 
the first as the proper object of our external perception 
ta negat1ye, namely attractive force, by which, as 
far as may be, all space would be penetrated, that is, 
the solid would be wholly abolisheda third the 
1111.tation of the first force by the second and the 
consequent perceptible determination of the degree 
of filling of space: (523). 

Thia last •perceptible determination• is matter, while body is 

but aatter shaped between boundaries and therefore nothing but 

a figure inacribed into the continuous expanse of mattera •A 

body ••• is .. tter between determinate boundaries~ (525). Self

determining solid bodies are simply incompatible with Kant's system. 

That -tter does fill all of space and fills it continuously, 

ao that there la no empty space, is a possiblltty df such 
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consequence to physics that Kant concludes the Metaphysical 

Foundations with its consideration. Within this work the 

dynamic plenum remains merely a powerful posslbllty, and the 

ether as a special pervasive · "external" matter Which reali.mes 

it remains a physical assu11ption (523, 534, 563 ff.). But 

it seems to me that the fullness of space ts co11pletely deducible 

metaphysically from the very constltut ton of appearance. For i.t 

follows both from the continuities of nature requi.red by the 

principles of the understanding (.B 281), and from the fact that 

space, as the receptive form of sensation, can never in itself 

appear, which ls to say -that there can be nothing i.n appearance 

corresponding to ~mpty space (~, .B 261). I note here only 

in passing that if a plenum does require an ether, it may, as 

an ultimate reference system, well be incompatible wi.th the 

previously established prlnclpl~ of relativity. But this very 

inconsistency is proof that Kant's metaphysics of nature does 

not merely ground Newton's physical results retrospectively --

on the contrary it looks forward not only to a physics of force 

fields, but also to the great -ether debate which ended only with 

the momentous negative experiments performed just a century after 

the publication of the Metaphysical Foundati.ons. 

Its sequel, the "Iransition ••• to Physics", shows that Kant 

was also concerned about the loss of independent body i.n the 

spread of dellmitable stuff. In the very pages in which he now 

undertakes to show that an ether of some sort ts indeed not 11erely 

a reasonable assumpti.on but a deductive necessi.ty of the system, 

he also tri.es to establish i.ts very contrary, na11ely natural, organic 

body (~, OP 21, 21R). The effort here i s to lntroduce a body 
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whlch ls not merely_, by a regulative fiction of reason) subjectively 

interpreted aa organized to serve an end, but which ha&- an 

objective principle of self-determinat~on (OP 21, 209 ff.), 

an "1nner force" or proper principle of motion, and may there

fore be termed "a self-limiting quantum of matter having a 

certain fl~ure" (170)~ Kant regards thls task as properly 

belonging to the "Transition". But he also concedes that such 

bod 1es might wel 1 be "inconceivable" ( 570), that is, not 

derivable in the systems therefore, it seems to me, this effort 

must fails the system of well-founded matter called nature 

cannot, as Kant himself has shown in the letter on the organ of 

the soul, yield bodies fitted by reason of their self-contained 

unity to be the seat of life or soul. -- Indeed, how could nature 

contain such places, being itself the epiphany of soul1 

7. The excesses of the system. 

Kant considers that the metaphysical foundations of matter 

and 1ts science have been laid, and the possibility of knowled~e 

understood as experience ls forever guaranteed. Henceforth 

eaplrical physics may be safely and infinitely pursued --

safely because its principles lie !. priori in myself so that all 

experience ls self-experience, and infinitely because all of 

its occasions are excitations which flow to us, with ever fresh 

adventitiousness, from an alien source. 

But at this juncture a difficulty arises. In order for the 

systematic character of physics promised by its principles to be 

preserved throughout the enterprise, a regulative framework 

of investigation must be laid down. The great preoccupation of 
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Kant's later years was to assure the •rational coherence• (MFSN 534) 

of the science of nature by an ever-closer explication and 

specification of its basic concepts. The representation of the 

soul as IUlture seems to require that !ll aasuaptl"ODa and 

hypotheses either be soon converted into deductions or discarded. 

Less and less is left to observation. 

To give a prime exaaplea the law of the force of attraction, 

naaely that it varies inversely as the sqU4re of the distance 

between the centers of two bodiea, ia a specification, ~ 

observation, of innuaerable aathematical posaibilltiea antecedently 

set out in Newton's Princloia (III, i•vlii, particularly land ii). 

Kant too state• that •no law whatever of attractive or of 

repulsive force may be risked on a priori conjectures• (534). 

And yet Kant deduce• the inverse square law from the mode of 

diffusion essential to his attractive force together with a 

fact of Euclidfan geometry, namely that the surfaces of concentric 

spheres increase as the squares of their radii (519). 

This ever-growing regulation of observation insofar as lt 

ls attributable to the richness of the system in deductive 

consequences, might be ai.Jlply a credit to it. And so it would 

be, were it the case that nature, when arraigned before Kantian 

reason, the •appointed judge who coapela the wltneasea to 

answer questions which he has himself formulated• (B xiii)> 

always willingly and plausibly responded in the required terma. 

But the fact of the matter, worth far more consideration than 

has gone into this passing remark, aeeaa to be that phyaiciats 

have largely by-passed Kant's •topic• of forces and have super-
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ceded bu -tapbyalce •• for ·exa111>le, its conatlt~tlonally 

Euclidean apace aa well aa the categories of causality and 

si11Ultaneity •• preauraably coapelled thereto by nature herself. 

And yet it la this very excess of doctrinal consequence which 

ult• the study of Kant's 11etaphyslcs of physics the indispensable 

pbllo1oph4.ctl CoJIDle11nt to the study of classical aechanics. 

For in attempting to account completely for all that ls found 

therein, Kant, even as he falls, unfailingly aide reflection' 

on the terms of physics. 

In any case, the failure to preserve the adventitiousness 

of nature and hence to become a viable guide for experlaental 

physics la only a derivative difficulty of the systea. Hore 
. 

radical and revealing questions arise about it, beginning with 

the excessive lllportance attached to physics as the sole self• 

atudy and ending only in questions concerning the nature of 

philosophy itself. 

Let .. conclude with the briefest formulation of auch 

questions by returning to the work with which I began, to Kant's 

essay invel~hlng against the "noble tone• in philosophy of 

which Plato la the unwitting progenitor. To one d1.alogue 

particularly Kant unalstakably alludes (.su.&,:., 1ft mentioning 

Mttypa, cf. Ti-eus 50 ca.) as the embodlaent of all that he 11Ust 

disavow in Plato's view of raatheaatlcs, of the world of appearances, 

of truth•telll~ itself -· the Ii.Jlaeu•• It ls al.,st as if the 

treatise on the Hetaphya1cal foundations of the Science of Nature 

were a specific response to the dialogue •• not, however, in the 

110de of •i111>le di ... trlc contradiction which Kant reserves for 

his closer opponents like Deecat:t .. , but by way of that aoat 
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radical contrariety which characterizes true alternatives. 

A parallel study of these two texts would raise the aforesaid 

questions in some such termsa 

Kant destroys bod ie@ to preserve the reality · :<~ . ~'Qpearances, 

and gives up the self-deter111ining coherence of 1 •, a i~ld· al natures 

for an assured perceptibility of nature understoo·.,~ "> ... a system of 

• thi~s.. • But may not the articulated and .. d·t:st: inct.,. beauty of 

natural bodies and configurations require the intellect to forego 

sensation-filled dynamic reality as well as ultimate 1.mpenetrability 

in favor of Timaeus' mathematical solidity (53 c ff .)7 Does not 

the inexhaustible originality of this mathematicised nature coapel 

us to reconsider whether our sensibility can possibly be the sole 

source of her f orms7 

Kant denies the soul a seat in nature in order to preserve 

nature herself as the appearance of the soul and the ·repreaentation 

of its rational operations. Thus nature becomes a system, an 

edifice founded on principles and constituted as well as soverned. 

throughout by laws derivative from the functions of thotJ8ht. 

But IWAY not the curious complex of regularity and irrationality 

which is the visible world suggest yet a third relation of soul 

to body, expressed by Timaeus as the girdling of body by soul 

(36e)7 Thus body would arise not as Sll!I. own outer appearance, 

but as the inner effects of ~world which is indeed intelligible, 

but not wholly so. 

Kant regards the continuing study of palpable 11tµre, the 

science of body, as the most serious hU11an theoretical activity, 

and its secure foundation in our own faculties as a COllpleted 

philoaophical labor. But uy it not be that the account of the 
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visible world ts, as in Timaeus' phrase, only a •1tkely story• . . . . 
(e1.kon mythos, 29 d), and that physics thrives on just those 

hypotheses., analogies, and likelihoods which Kant disavows in 

his essay? Then may not this perpetually tentative and open 

physics be a sort of high amuse11ent with useful effects rather 

than humanity's central study, and a model-making project -- the 

•story of likenesses•, to which Timaeus' phrase alludes-- rather 

than a well-grounded system~ Hence a metaphysics of physics may 

finally have to yield to an inquiry into the nature and being of 

models, which may require the playful poetry of mere philosophy 

as exemplified in Plato's noble dialogue, rather than the working 

prose of Kant's ayot!!lftic philosophy. 
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Addendum_ to p. 24, top: 

ThP reason for Kant's substituti8n of mv for ma is, 

however, not merely a tPchnical matter. Kant's Proposition 3 

begins with the words :"Everj change of matter has an external 

cause" (543). But, as I have noted, this cause is "motion" 

or "momentum," rather than the force of Newton's Law II. 

ThP reason ~or this substitution is as follows. The two 

forces Kant ~as posited in the section on dynamics constitute 

matter, but do not cause changes Q.f. ™' which is ·~' O say that 

thev do not affect the motion of "matter in motion." Now for 

Kant the causes of motions can only be other motions, since a 

cause is nothing but an appearance wh:i.ch determines another 

appearance later in time (B 234) -and must therefore be of 

the same kind as its effect. :But since effect is a change 

in space of a mass-, the cause must equally be such an 

"external" change, namely motion. Consequc-ntly in the 

context of the section on mechanics the dynamic forces 

function only as mediating mechanisms for the communication 

of motions. 

forces o" 

These latter momenta alone are Kant's "motiTe 

This explanation was deTeloped by the members of my 

preceptorial on the Foundations. 
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